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I venture to state that if an average Australian 
averagely slang-acquainted were set down to-night 
in one of our tents in France and listened to the 
boys as they talk and joke and chaff he would not 

understand the greater part of their conversation.  

So wrote an observer of Australian soldiers on the Western Front 
in 1917. Nearly 100 years on, the slang of soldiers of the First 
World War continues to fascinate.

Furphies and Whizz-bangs tells the story of the First World War 
through an examination of the slang used by Australian soldiers. 
Drawing on a range of primary source material from soldiers’ 
letters, diaries, and trench publications, along with contemporary 
newspapers and books, the language of the Australian soldiers is 
brought to life. From the language soldiers used to make sense 
of military life, to the slang of the trenches, to the words of the 
home front, this book illuminates the cultural and social worlds 
of Australian soldiers. It tells us of the everyday grumblings of the 
soldiers, the horrors of the battlefield, and the humour they used 
as they tried to endure the war. Also included are chapters on 
place names and the slang of the Australian Flying Corps and the 
Royal Australian Navy.

Dr Amanda Laugesen is a historian and Director of the Australian 
National Dictionary Centre, Australian National University. She is 
the author of several books, including Boredom is the Enemy: The 
Intellectual and Imaginative Journeys of Australian Soldiers in the 
Great War and Beyond (2012) and the lexical monographs Convict 
Words: Language in Early Colonial Australia (2002) and Diggerspeak: 
The Language of Australians at War (2005). 

For more on Aussie words follow:

@ozworders @OxfordAustralia

The Australian National Dictionary Centre was established in 
1988. It conducts research into Australian English and provides 
lexicographical expertise to Oxford University Press Australia.
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By Charmaine Papertalk-Green

Tiptoeing Tracker Tod 
 

 
Charm

aine Papertalk-Green      

Tod wants to be the greatest 
little tracker in the city. He solves 
a case using only his eyes and a
sprinkle of flour. He finds his way
home with just his mobile for 
directions. Then Unc Bullfrog, 
the master tracker of all Yamaji 
trackers, comes to visit!

City kids can learn bush things,
bush kids like to learn city things ...

Anyways, I want to walk strong
in both worlds. 

land
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CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK

When Riley starts playing rugby league, 
he loves it—until a new friend from 
footy asks him a difficult question. All of 
a sudden, Riley doesn’t know who he is.

By Gayle Kennedy 
Illustrated by Ross Carnsew
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identity where you from?
who’s ya mob?
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“So, what are ya then? Aboriginal or Irish?” 
“I’m both.”

“Ya can’t be both!”
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WORD USAGE AND GRAMMAR

AGE LEVEL: 14 – Adult

SUITABILITY: Office, study and home

This dictionary is the ideal reference for home and office use.
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The Australian National Dictionary Centre was established in 
1988. It conducts research into Australian English and provides 
lexicographical expertise to Oxford University Press Australia.
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AUSTRALIAN 
PAPERBACK OXFORD 
THESAURUS
Anne Knight

The Australian Paperback Oxford 
Thesaurus is the most easy-to-use 
Australian thesaurus available for 
adults – easier to find the word you are 
looking for, and to use its synonym or 
a related word correctly.

ISBN 9780195510584

AUSTRALIAN 
PAPERBACK OXFORD 
DICTIONARY
Bruce Moore

The fifth edition of the Australian 
Paperback Oxford Dictionary includes 
many new words and meanings, 
including many from the realms of 
sport, health, society, the environment 
and electronic communication. All 
Australian words and meanings 
are labelled with an Aust. marker. 
The definitions are straightforward 
with guidance provided where word 
usage is controversial. Up-to-date 
encyclopaedic entries for the names 
of famous people, places, events and 
institutions are provided.

ISBN 9780195578638

OXFORD ADVANCED 
LEARNER’S 
DICTIONARY
 + DVD-ROM + ONLINE  
ACCESS CODE 

A S Hornby, Joanna Turnbull

The Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary is the ultimate speaking 
and writing tool for developing the 
skills you need for passing exams 
and communicating in English. It is 
trusted by learners and teachers of 
English around the world for its clear 
explanations and example sentences.

Language level: Upper-intermediate to 
advanced (B2–C2)

Age range: Young teen to adult

ISBN 9780194798792

DEEPEN AWARENESS 
AND UNDERSTANDING 
OF INDIGENOUS 
CULTURES

GET YOUR YARNING STRONG TITLES TODAY.

Yarning Strong aims to reach out 
and engage all young people – both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous – 
and deepen their awareness and 
understanding of the world’s oldest 
continuous living cultures. Embedding 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples’ perspectives within the 
curriculum has long been considered 
best pedagogical practice for schools. 

$36.95 $42.95 $79.95



Major features:

• It differs from general dictionaries in being based on historical 
principles, like the comprehensive Oxford English Dictionary. This 
means it describes the full history of a word, starting with its earliest 
appearance, establishing its origin, and documenting its use over 
time.

• All entries from the first edition, which was published in 1988, have 
been thoroughly revised and updated. More than 6000 entries have 
been added.

• There are more than 16,000 Australian terms. They include:

 - historical terms from the convict era, the gold rushes, farming, and 
the experience of war

 - colloquial terms, including rhyming slang and numerous lively and 
colourful idioms

 - regional terms from different states and territories

 - terms from Aboriginal English, a major dialect of Australian 
English.

• There is detailed information on the origins of these Australian words, 
including comprehensive coverage of more than 550 words that have 
been borrowed from 100 Aboriginal languages.

• Quotations from books, newspapers, diaries, etc. show how words 
have been used over time. More than 123,000 quotations illustrate the 
entries.

The Australian National Dictionary is the only comprehensive, historically 
based record of the words and meanings that make up Australian 
English. It is a unique lexical map of Australian history and culture.

ISBN 9780195550269

$183.95

THE AUSTRALIAN 
NATIONAL 
DICTIONARY 
AUSTRALIAN WORDS  
AND THEIR ORIGINS

Bruce Moore,  
Amanda Laugesen,  
Mark Gwynn,  
Julia Robinson

The Australian National 
Dictionary is a dictionary of 
Australianisms. It includes 
words and meanings that 
have originated in Australia, 
that have a greater currency 
here than elsewhere, or that 
have a special significance in 
Australian history. 
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AustrAliAn  
criminAl 
Justice

FiFth Edition

Mark Findlay
Stephen OdgerS
Stanley yeO

A comprehensive introduction to the 
AustrAliAn criminAl Justice system
Australian Criminal Justice provides a complete 
overview of the criminal justice process. It 
analyses the influences that shape criminal 
justice and critically examines the institutional 
and administrative features of its operation in 
all jurisdictions. With a unique blend of theory, 
practice, critique and context, this book guides 
readers step-by-step through the stages of a case—
from investigation to sentencing. It also explores 
the social context of criminal justice in terms of the 
rights of the individual, community responsibilities, 
and international guarantees.

Now in its fifth edition, Australian Criminal Justice 
has been the definitive guide to the subject for more 
than twenty years. 

Features of this edition
•	 Updated discussion of detention, immigration 

and people smuggling. 
•	 Increased coverage of terrorist offences and 

trials, international criminal law and human 
rights.

•	 Critical reflection questions throughout each 
chapter, to encourage further thought and 
generate discussion.

Mark Findlay is Professor of Criminal Justice and 
Deputy Director of the Institute of Criminology, 
University of Sydney and Professor of Law, 
Singapore Management University.

Stephen Odgers is a Senior Counsel and Chair of 
the Criminal Law Committee, NSW Bar Association.

Stanley Yeo is Professor in the Faculty of Law, 
National University of Singapore and Adjunct 
Professor, Southern Cross University.

AustrAliAn criminAl Justice           
Findlay | OdgerS | yeO

FiFth 
Edition
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GABRIELLE APPLEBY
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
estiumqui debit modis atempor ma eatur? Qui ommolup tiatiumet quosandunt 
offici andae nobis rati sequia conem landend itinti te labo. Nam, sitat.

ALEXANDER REILLY
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
estiumqui debit modis atempor ma eatur? Qui ommolup tiatiumet quosandunt 
offici andae nobis rati sequia conem landend itinti te labo. Nam, sitat.

LAURA GRENFELL
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
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SECOND 
EDITION

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC LAW 2E
Gabrielle Appleby, Alexander Reilly, Laura Grenfell

Australian Public Law Second Edition begins with a consideration of the idea of 
public law and develops a clear theoretical framework for investigating its subject 
matter. It introduces students to the key principles, concepts and institutions in 
Australian public law and provides a solid foundation for the study of constitutional 
and administrative law. The ‘public law’ concept is explained through analysis of 
the mechanisms of power and control, including discussions of the functioning of 
the institutions of government and contemporary issues.

This new edition contains features such as:

• a new chapter on Federalism that explains the theoretical principles and 
practical concerns that underpin federal systems

• discussion questions at the end of each chapter to help students review the 
concepts they’ve learned.

ISBN 9780195525656

AUSTRALIAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 5E 
Mark Findlay, Stephen Odgers, Stanley Yeo

Australian Criminal Justice Fifth Edition provides a complete overview of the 
criminal justice process. It analyses the influences that shape criminal justice 
and examines the institutional and administrative features of its operation in all 
jurisdictions. The book guides readers step-by-step through the stages of a case 
– from investigation to sentencing – and explores the social context of criminal 
justice in terms of the rights of the individual, community responsibilities, and 
international guarantees. 

Now in its fifth edition and 20 years since the first, Australian Criminal Justice 
remains the authoritative introduction to the criminal justice system.

ISBN 9780195521153

RESOURCES TO TRANSFORM  
STUDENTS INTO PROFESSIONALS

$119.95

$98.95



[SHOUT LINE – ONLY SOME TEXTS HAVE THEM] LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT 
AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Pellentesque eget libero eget 
velit lacinia bibendum. Sed id lorem lectus. 
Nulla vestibulum, leo sed sollicitudin venenatis, 
lacus purus sollicitudin quam, vitae facilisis erat 
purus ut tellus. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in 
faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia 
Curae; Ut placerat placerat lacus. 
Vestibulum ornare turpis eget mi faucibus 
elementum. Cras justo ligula, convallis semper 
blandit ut, mattis ac quam. Duis nec magna 
pulvinar nulla condimentum porta. Lorem ipsum 
dictum, massa et laoreet aliquam, sem felis 
tempor nisi.

 Key Features/New to this Edition
• Curabitur et libero eu nulla pellentesque

malesuada at sit amet felis. 
• Pellentesque nec nisi at libero molestie

molestie. Duis eleifend euismod lacinia. 

Integer ipsum vitae turpis congue aliquam. 
• Nullam et augue eu magna interdum

scelerisque. Vivamus in arcu in nibh ultricies
venenatis. Integer turpis justo, volutpat in
molestie a, pharetra ac elit. 

• Phasellus ultricies, velit a mollis placerat, 
diam tellus adipiscing arcu, eget tristique
libero ligula nec lectus.

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac 
pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque vehicula 
blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac 
pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque vehicula 
blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac 
pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque vehicula 
blandit facilisis. 
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kathy bowrey
michael handler
dianne nicol
kimberlee weatherall

australian 
intellectual    property

commentary,  law    and    practice 
second edition

australian 
intellectual    
property

shout line: lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur adipiscing 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Pellentesque eget 
libero eget velit lacinia bibendum. Sed id lorem lectus. Nulla vestibulum, leo sed 
sollicitudin venenatis, lacus purus sollicitudin quam, vitae facilisis erat purus ut 
tellus. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere 
cubilia Curae; Ut placerat placerat lacus. 

Vestibulum ornare turpis eget mi faucibus elementum. Cras justo ligula, 
convallis semper blandit ut, mattis ac quam. Duis nec magna pulvinar nulla 
condimentum porta. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Etiam dictum, massa et laoreet aliquam, sem felis tempor nisi.

key features/new to this edition

• Curabitur et libero eu nulla pellentesque malesuada at sit amet felis. 

•  Pellentesque nec nisi at libero molestie molestie. Duis eleifend euismod 
lacinia. Integer eu ipsum vitae turpis congue aliquam. 

•  Nullam et augue eu magna interdum scelerisque. Vivamus in arcu in nibh 
ultricies venenatis. Integer turpis justo, volutpat in molestie a, pharetra ac elit. 

•  Phasellus ultricies, velit a mollis placerat, diam tellus adipiscing arcu, eget 
tristique libero ligula nec lectus.

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 
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AUSTRALIAN TAXATION LAW 2017 27E
Robin Woellner, Stephen Barkoczy, Shirley Murphy, Chris Evans, Dale Pinto

Written by an expert author team, Australian Taxation Law 2017 comprehensively 
examines the fundamental tax legislation that underpins the Australian tax system, 
such as the GST, FBT, income tax and state taxes, and provides a framework within 
which to assess significant tax issues.

This text has been updated to feature extensive analysis of recent legislation, case 
law developments and policy announcements. Included are new discussions on 
key proposals, such as the multinational tax avoidance, including the proposed 
diverted profits (‘Google’) tax, the managed investments trusts attribution regime, 
the voluntary tax transparency code, the Commissioner’s statutory remedial power, 
HELP changes and the recently revived backpackers’ tax.

ISBN 9780190308490

AUSTRALIAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 2E
COMMENTARY, LAW AND PRACTICE

Kathy Bowrey, Michael Handler, Dianne Nicol, Kimberlee Weatherall

Intellectual property laws now impact on our daily lives in much more obvious ways 
than in the past and affect the way we access or engage with technology, medicine, 
nature, education and entertainment. This text uses broader social and economic 
contexts to locate the black letter law in the everyday, making it an accessible 
introduction to IP that will equip students with a foundation of legal knowledge for 
either entry-level legal practice or to progress into more specialised postgraduate 
study.

ISBN 9780195598469

AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS LAW 2016 35E 
Paul Latimer

Australian Business Law is a must-have for law and business students, practitioners 
and those interested in contemporary business law.

It discusses the main areas of law affecting business and includes case examples, 
references to legislation, links to the main government (and other) websites, and 
flow charts and diagrams to support explanations.

This edition contains valuable expanded commentary on:

• the Civil Liability Acts 

• Competition and Consumer Law

• obligations of the banking and finance sector

• intellectual property

• the Amendments to the Insurance Contracts Act.

ISBN 9780190304348

$160.00

$135.00

$145.00
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I venture to state that if an average Australian 
averagely slang-acquainted were set down to-night 
in one of our tents in France and listened to the 
boys as they talk and joke and chaff he would not 

understand the greater part of their conversation.  

So wrote an observer of Australian soldiers on the Western Front 
in 1917. Nearly 100 years on, the slang of soldiers of the First 
World War continues to fascinate.

Furphies and Whizz-bangs tells the story of the First World War 
through an examination of the slang used by Australian soldiers. 
Drawing on a range of primary source material from soldiers’ 
letters, diaries, and trench publications, along with contemporary 
newspapers and books, the language of the Australian soldiers is 
brought to life. From the language soldiers used to make sense 
of military life, to the slang of the trenches, to the words of the 
home front, this book illuminates the cultural and social worlds 
of Australian soldiers. It tells us of the everyday grumblings of the 
soldiers, the horrors of the battlefield, and the humour they used 
as they tried to endure the war. Also included are chapters on 
place names and the slang of the Australian Flying Corps and the 
Royal Australian Navy.

Dr Amanda Laugesen is a historian and Director of the Australian 
National Dictionary Centre, Australian National University. She is 
the author of several books, including Boredom is the Enemy: The 
Intellectual and Imaginative Journeys of Australian Soldiers in the 
Great War and Beyond (2012) and the lexical monographs Convict 
Words: Language in Early Colonial Australia (2002) and Diggerspeak: 
The Language of Australians at War (2005). 

For more on Aussie words follow:

@ozworders @OxfordAustralia

The Australian National Dictionary Centre was established in 
1988. It conducts research into Australian English and provides 
lexicographical expertise to Oxford University Press Australia.
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Mammals inhabit every corner of our vast continent, yet the great 
majority of species are seldom seen. The only clue to their presence 
might be a footprint left on a muddy track, a scat deposited on a 
rocky ledge, or bones scattered on a forest floor. Barbara Triggs 
provides all the information needed to identify mammals anywhere 
in Australia, using only the tracks or other signs they leave behind. 
Tracks, Scats and Other Traces is organised for easier identification 
of the visible traces left by Australian mammals. 
This guide is divided into four sections:
• Tracks — line drawings are matched with photographs 

of the same tracks in sand or mud;
•	 Scats — the faeces of 128 species are illustrated in colour. 

A selection of scats and a distribution map and habitat  
information are given for each species; 

• Shelters,	feeding	signs	and	other	traces provides detailed
descriptions and more than 70 colour photographs of the 
 distinctive traces of mammals;

• Bones — forty full-page plates of skulls, lower jaws, humeri and 
femurs cover 38 commonly found species, plus a detailed guide 
that covers all mammal groups.

Barbara	Triggs	has	lived	in	the	bush,	among	the	mammals	she	writes	
about,	since	1972.	An	authority	on	the	identification	of	mammalian	traces,	
she	is	the	author	of	several	natural	history	books.	Mammal Tracks and 
Signs	won	the	Whitley	Award	for	the	Best	Field	Guide	in	1984.

TRACKS, SCATS AND
OTHER TRACES

A Field Guide to Australian Mammals
Barbara Triggs
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A Field Guide to the Mammals of Australia is the only 
comprehensive guide to identifying all 383 species of 
mammals known in Australia, including introduced species 
and marine species. The book uses classic field-guide layout, 
and each two-page spread provides all the information 
needed to make an identification. 

The guide’s features include:

• full-colour illustrations of all species

• distribution maps for all species

• illustrated identification keys for small marsupials, 
rodents, bats and cetaceans

• concise summaries of appearance, dimensions, 
distribution, habitat and key behaviours for every species.

Australia has a rich and diverse mammal fauna 
with many species found nowhere else. A Field 
Guide to the Mammals of Australia is the only 
comprehensive guide to identifying all 383 
species of mammal known from Australia, 
including kangaroos, bandicoots, dunnarts, 
possums, wombats, bats, rodents, deer, seals 
and cetaceans. 

This book provides concise and accurate 
details of the appearance, diagnostic features, 
distribution, habitat, and key behavioural 
characteristics of all mammal species known 
to have occurred in Australia or its waters 
since the time of European settlement. 
Each double-page spread provides all the 
information needed to identify a mammal:

 •  a full-colour illustration of each species

 •  where needed, a smaller diagram of 
diagnostic features

 •  a species distribution map

 •  species description and measurements, 
including details of how to differentiate 
between similar species. 

Identification keys are provided for groups 
that are difficult to identify, including keys 
to the genera of small marsupials, rodents, 
and bats, and to all marine mammals likely to 
be observed in Australian waters or washed 
onto an Australian beach: whales, dolphins, 
porpoises, seals, and the dugong. 

Peter Menkhorst has been fascinated by Australia’s 
flora and fauna for most of his life. He has participated 
in fauna surveys in many parts of Australia and has 
worked in wildlife research 
and management in Victoria 
for thirty-five years. He has 
published widely in the 
scientific and popular literature, 
including editing an Australian 
bird guide.

Frank Knight worked as an illustrator for CSIRO for 
twenty-five years. He has been a member of and 
has exhibited with the Society of Animal Art in 
New York. He has also 
illustrated a number of natural 
history books, including an 
Australian bird guide.

Also available from 
Oxford University Press:

Tracks, Scats and Other Traces
Barbara Triggs

Venomous Creatures Of Australia (5th edition)
Struan Sutherland & John Sutherland
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Written by Australia’s foremost naval historian, In All Respects Ready presents 
the most comprehensive and authoritative account of the Australian Navy’s 
involvement in World War One yet published. 

When the newly built Australian fleet sailed into Sydney for the first time 
in October 1913, it was portrayed as a sign of peace that came from being 
prepared for war. Within a year that war had broken out and the Royal 
Australian Navy, fully trained and ready, was the most professional and 
effective force Australia had to offer the British Empire. Throughout the next 
four years of conflict Australian ships and sailors would operate across the 
seas and oceans of the world, establishing a tradition of intrepid courage 
and dogged endurance while forging their own unique naval and national 
identity.

Impeccably researched, and drawing on a wealth of previously untapped 
official reports, intelligence summaries and private diaries, this book offers 
far more than a chronicle of historical fact. Crafting the definitive work 
on this largely ignored chapter of Australian history, the author presents 
an engaging narrative of the war at sea that brings to life both the human 
element and a richly depicted sense of place.

‘In All Respects Ready is a remarkable book that combines scholarship and 
a deep understanding of naval operations with warm sympathy for the 
individual experience of the war at sea. The Royal Australian Navy’s story 
between 1914 and 1918 is an aspect of Australian history during the Great War 
that has too long been overshadowed by the campaigns in the Dardanelles, 
France, Belgium and Palestine, but which has its own significance for our 
evolution as an independent nation and our identity as Australians.’

Rear Admiral James Goldrick RAN (Rtd), author of Before Jutland

AUSTRALIA’S NAVY IN WORLD WAR ONE
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From the first South Pacific operations in 1914, 
through enthralling descriptions of battles on, 
under and over the sea, to the final spectacle of 
the German fleet’s surrender in November 1918,  
In All Respects Ready fills an important gap in the 
history and understanding of Australia’s role in 
World War One.

David Stevens is the Royal Australian Navy’s 
historian. He holds a doctorate in naval history 
from the University of New South Wales, spent 
twenty years as a naval warfare officer and still 
serves as an officer in the active reserve. He 
has published and lectured extensively on naval 
history and maritime strategy both in Australia and 
internationally. 

9 780195 578584

ISBN 978-0-19-557858-4
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out

Anyone suffering from this distressing arthritic condition 

will fully appreciate the new edition of Getting Rid of Gout. 

Included in the new sections are updated dietary guide-

lines, including current research on the role of diet in 

preventing or aggravating gout, and a description of the 

new medications available for its treatment.

Bryan Emmerson, a recognised authority on gout, argues that if control of 

the elevated concentrations of uric acid can be achieved through either diet or 

medication modifications, gout attacks will cease and there will be no further 

complications. He goes on to outline how the effective prevention of gout 

requires sufferers to understand both the genetic and the lifestyle factors that 

contribute to their condition.

Written in an understandable and sympathetic manner with the aid of 

diagrams and cartoons, Getting Rid of Gout offers sensible advice and dispels 

the popular fallacies about the nature and causes of gout.

Listed on Amazon.com as the ‘best selling book ever written about gout’, 

reviews include:

‘Read this book as soon as possible—this is the only comprehensive  
guide to gout I could locate…Dr Emmerson THANK YOU.’

‘This is an excellent concise but comprehensive book on gout for the lay 
reader…it strikes a good balance between readability and detail.’

‘This well written book has all the information that I wish my doctor  
had shared with me when I was diagnosed.’

Second Edition

     Bryan Emmerson

2

Second Edition
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Bryan Emmerson is Professor Emeritus and Honorary Research Consultant 

at the Department of Medicine, University of Queensland and at the Princess 

Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane. He has been a physician, an educator, an 

author, and a researcher and has an international reputation as a leading 

authority on gout.
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VENOMOUS 
CREATURES OF 
AUSTRALIA
A FIELD GUIDE WITH NOTES  
ON FIRST AID

Struan Sutherland, John Sutherland

This bestselling guide to Australia’s 
most venomous creatures is an 
indispensable reference for all 
travellers’ libraries.

ISBN 9780195553307

A FIELD GUIDE TO 
THE MAMMALS OF 
AUSTRALIA
Peter Menkhorst

This fully revised and updated edition 
of A Field Guide to the Mammals of 
Australia is the only comprehensive 
guide to identifying all 382 species of 
mammals known in Australia.

ISBN 9780195573954

FURPHIES AND  
WHIZZ-BANGS
ANZAC SLANG FROM THE  
GREAT WAR

Amanda Laugesen

Furphies and Whizz-bangs: Anzac 
Slang from the Great War tells the 
story of the First World War through 
an examination of the slang used 
by Australian soldiers. Drawing on 
a range of primary source material 
taken from soldiers’ letters, diaries 
and trench publications, along with 
contemporary newspapers and books, 
the language of the Australian soldiers 
is brought to life. 

ISBN 9780195597356

GETTING RID OF GOUT 
Bryan Emmerson

Anyone suffering from this distressing 
arthritic condition will fully appreciate 
the second edition of Getting Rid of 
Gout. Included in the new sections are 
updated dietary guidelines, including 
current research on the role of diet in 
preventing or aggravating gout, and 
a description of the new medications 
available for its treatment.

ISBN 9780195516678

IN ALL RESPECTS 
READY 
AUSTRALIA’S NAVY IN WORLD 
WAR ONE

David Stevens

Written by Australia’s foremost 
naval historian, In All Respects Ready 
presents the most comprehensive  
and authoritative account of the 
Australian Navy’s involvement in  
the First World War yet published.

Winner of the 2015 Frank Broeze 
Memorial Maritime History  
Book Prize

ISBN 9780195578584

TRACKS, SCATS AND 
OTHER TRACES
Barbara Triggs

Mammals inhabit every corner of our 
vast continent, yet the great majority 
of species are seldom seen. The only 
clue to their presence might be a 
footprint left on a muddy track, a scat 
deposited on a rocky ledge, or bones 
scattered on a forest floor.

ISBN 9780195550993

$62.95 $34.95 $45.95

$50.95 $45.95 $45.95



The Centenary History of Australia and the Great War 
series is an accessible and scholarly account of the 
impact of one of the great formative national experiences 
in our history. Based on wide-ranging research from 
Australian, British and other sources, it provides fresh 
perspectives and new ways of thinking about the issues, 
events and personalities that helped define Australia and 
Australians.

Other titles in the series:

Volume 1: Australia and the War in the Air
Volume 3: The War with Germany
Volume 4: The War at Home
Volume 5: The Australian Imperial Force

Cover photograph: The No. 1 Australian Light Car Patrol 
at Aleppo Railway Station. The men are in Model T 
Ford vehicles, some of which have Lewis machine guns 
mounted on the car, and several are on motorcycles 
(Australian War Memorial, B00707).

Jeffrey Grey is a Professor of History at the University of 
New South Wales Canberra. The author and editor of many 
books on Australian international military history, he sits 
on a number of scholarly editorial boards in Australia, 
Britain and the United States of America.

THE CENTENARY HISTORY 
OF AUSTRALIA AND  

THE GREAT WAR

THE CENTENARY HISTORY 
OF AUSTRALIA AND  

THE GREAT WAR

The Ottomans fought soldiers from Russia, France, Britain, Australia,  
New Zealand, India and other parts of the British Empire in various 
theatres: the Dardanelles, Sinai, Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia. 
The war with the Ottoman Empire was not only a war between great 
empires, but was also a war of empire and the furthering of European 
imperial interests; its aftermath laid the foundations of the modern 
Middle East. 

The Great War devastated every state and every society that it touched. 
Although we have sentimentalised ‘Johnny Turk’, we remain largely 
ignorant of the Ottoman experience of the war. This book examines the 
involvement of Australians in this part of the Great War in a wider context, 
to uncover the real importance of these complex events and Australia’s 
part in them.

Drawing on archival records in Australasia, Europe and North America,  
The War with the Ottoman Empire provides a fresh perspective on 
Australia’s involvement in the Great War and our place in the world  
as empires shifted.

visit us at: oup.com.au or 
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com
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consenitiis si volupta dolectur molendi pientet autatem faccupt atendam 
quiati cus, consent optae nos dolupic ietur?
fugia nonsequunt, sitat dolori aliquia eos vel es dolupti nusant etur?
icipsam, sandaerrovit eaquam et mos mi, velesed magnia di beat lame 
plita cum eventibus il in nonsed estiatur, soloreptate nobis am aut magnis 
electe planducita qui velibus, nonsequiant mollorest rerspereium quiatem 
lis que num autatibus vendiam volorem porundae estio consendit odi ut 
eost liquat magnime voloribus eatur? Quideris as prae. Puda iliqui officip 
santibus estrum, quodi necae dit magnihillita inullat empedis ipitaqui 
officius imaionsequas eum, sum eum, ne erovit quibercias verchic end.

auThor Bio here this is space for author e di ut et repero blam, omniet 
et liquae volute nonsendent lab illore nonestia dolenihil et litatum ut 
assitate odis etur aborro eumenis nonescit poremque voluptur? um 
excesto rrumquos rerias doloresed quo volupie ntemperum voluptatet ex 
et odi beria audam, sincto quunt aborernam quasper ferchil luptio. Maio. 
et hita volorepta voluptat etur ratur, et quam, voluptae eribus aut ipsae 
molest, to que sus, quis cone ommoloritis voluptatia ceiunt qui od eictem 
aut asit pratinias dolupic illuptas ma dolore voloribero que esciam veribus.

CoVer iMaGe inforMaTion here this is sample text to show where the 
cover information can be placed. Thist hita volorepta voluptat etur ratur, 
quam, voluptae eribus aut ipsae molest, to que sus, quis cone ommoloritis 
voluptatia ceiunt qui od eictem This is sample text for cover information.
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autatem faccupt atendam quiati cus, consent optae nos dolupic ietur?
Fugia nonsequunt, sitat dolori aliquia eos vel es dolupti nusant etur?
Icipsam, sandaerrovit eaquam et mos mi, velesed magnia di beat 
lame plita cum eventibus il in nonsed estiatur, soloreptate nobis uat 
magnime voloribus eatur? Quideris as prae. Puda iliqui officip santibus 
estrum, quodi necae dit magnihillita inullat empedis ipitaqui officius 
imaionsequas eum, sum eum, ne erovit quibercias verchic end.
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quasper ferchil luptio. Maio. Et hita volorepta voluptat etur ratur, 
et quam, voluptae eribus aut ipsae molest, to que sus, quis cone 
ommoloritis voluptatia ceiunt qui od eictem aut asit pratinias dolupic 
illuptas ma dolore voloribero que esciam veribus.

COVER IMAGE INFORMATION here this is sample text to show where 
the cover information can be placed. Thist hita volorepta voluptat etur 
ratur, quam, voluptae eribus aut ipsae molest, to que sus, quis cone 
ommoloritis voluptatia ceiunt qui od eictem This is sample text for 
cover information.
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Other titles in the series:

 Volume 2: The War with the Ottoman Empire 
 Volume 3: The War with Germany 
 Volume 4:  The War at Home
 Volume 5:  The Australian Imperial Force 

Cover photograph: Nigel Love collection; courtesy  
of John Love and family
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The Centenary History of Australia and the Great War series 
is an accessible and scholarly account of the impact of one 
of the great formative national experiences in our history. 
Based on wide-ranging research in Australian, British and 
other sources, it provides fresh perspectives and new ways 
of thinking about the issues, events and personalities that 
were important in helping define Australia and Australians.
Other titles in the series

 Volume 2: The War with the Ottoman Empire 
 Volume 3: The War with Germany 
 Volume 4:  The War at Home
 Volume 5:  The Australian Imperial Force 

Dr Michael Molkentin teaches History at Shellharbour 
Anglican College and is a Visiting Fellow at the Australian 
Centre for the Study of Armed Conflict and Society at the 
University of New South Wales, Canberra. He received his 
doctorate from the University of New South Wales. This is 
his third book.

From the earliest days of the Great War Australians volunteered to 
fight in the air—warfare’s newest arena, and one that would transform 
the nature of military operations. In the squadrons of the Australian 
Flying Corps and with Britain’s flying services, Australian airmen 
fought in campaigns that spanned the length and breadth of the 
Great War; between 1914 and 1918 they served in the Middle East, 
in the Mediterranean and on the Western Front. By 1919 over 4000 
Australians had participated in the air war. Though modest compared to 
some of the other British dominions, Australia’s part had been the most 
apparent. Whereas the other dominion governments opted to provide 
manpower to serve with British squadrons, the Commonwealth’s 
insistence on a distinctly national contribution ensured recognition for 
Australia’s contribution to the empire’s effort in the air. 

This book examines Australia’s role in history’s first major air war. 
Unlike previous accounts, which focus on the airmen of the Australian 
Flying Corps in isolation, this study conceives the Australian part as 
one of an imperial—and international—whole. In addition to using 
Australian involvement as a case study to analyse the impact air 
power had on military operations, this study also addresses aspects 
of organisation, training, administration and command, as well as the 
imperial politics and strategic issues that contextualised dominion 
participation in the war.

Drawing on archival records in Australasia, Europe and North America, 
Australia and the War in the Air provides a fresh perspective on 
Australia’s involvement in the Great War and a revaluation of air 
power’s early influence on warfare.
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VOLUME 1:  
AUSTRALIA  THE WAR 
IN THE AIR
Michael Molkentin

From the earliest days of the Great 
War, Australians volunteered to 
fight in the air – warfare’s newest 
arena, and one that would transform 
the nature of military operations. 
In the squadrons of the Australian 
Flying Corps and with Britain’s flying 
services, Australian airmen fought in 
campaigns that spanned the length 
and breadth of the First World War; 
between 1914 and 1918 they served 
in the Middle East, the Mediterranean 
and on the Western Front. 

ISBN 9780195576795

VOLUME 2:  
THE WAR WITH THE 
OTTOMAN EMPIRE
Jeffrey Grey

The war with the Ottoman Empire was 
a war not only between great empires 
but about empire and the furthering 
of European imperial interests, and 
its aftermath laid the foundations 
of the modern Middle East. Soldiers 
from Britain, Australia, New Zealand, 
India and other parts of the British 
Empire all fought in various theatres 
in the Dardanelles, Sinai, Palestine, 
Syria and Mesopotamia and played an 
important, though never decisive, role 
in several of them.

ISBN 9780195576764

VOLUME 4: 
THE WAR AT HOME 
John Connor, Peter Stanley,  
Peter Yule

The War at Home interprets the 
experience of the Australian people 
during the Great War in Australia itself, 
in the politics of war, its economic and 
social effects, and in the experience 
of war; what is conventionally called 
‘social history’. It seeks to show that 
the war affected many aspects of 
Australians’ lives – and that people’s 
experience of 1914–18 included more 
than just the war. It also addresses the 
impact of the war on Australia’s culture 
and artistic responses to the war.

ISBN 9780195576788

VOLUME 5: 
THE AUSTRALIAN 
IMPERIAL FORCE
Jean Bou, Peter Dennis, Paul 
Dalgleish, Jeffrey Grey

The Great War came at a terrible cost, 
be it in human, material or financial 
terms. For the young Commonwealth 
of Australia the raising, sending and 
maintenance of an expeditionary force 
that eventually totalled 330,000 men 
was a massive undertaking. This book 
examines the fruit of this endeavour, 
the Australian Imperial Force. In doing 
so it seeks to outline and analyse the 
institution from its inception to its 
disbandment after the war. 

ISBN 9780195576801

VOLUME 3: THE WAR 
WITH GERMANY  
Robert Stevenson

For most Australians the Great War 
begins with the Gallipoli dawn on 
25 April 1915; few appreciate the 
significance of Australia’s first action 
that occurred seven months earlier  
on the island of New Britain to 
Australia’s near north. Nor did 
Australia’s war with Germany end  
with the Armistice in Europe on  
11 November 1918, since it was nearly 
two months after the guns fell silent 
in France before a lone German officer 
emerged from the jungles of New 
Guinea to finally surrender. 

ISBN 9780195576771
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2016 Prime 
Minister’s 
Literary 
Award
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AUSTRALIAN FIRST 
OXFORD DICTIONARY 
AND THESAURUS 
Katrina Heydon

A fully integrated entry format Lower 
Primary dictionary and thesaurus, 
this book draws on the latest Oxford 
Wordlist research from students’ 
common word use in their first three 
years of school.

ISBN 9780195551938

AUSTRALIAN MIDDLE 
PRIMARY OXFORD 
DICTIONARY 
Sarah Ogilvie

Australia’s most comprehensive 
Middle Primary dictionary, covering  
all the latest words students need  
to know, and featuring a special  
study section.

ISBN 9780195551877

AUSTRALIAN MIDDLE 
PRIMARY OXFORD 
DICTIONARY & 
THESAURUS
Katrina Heydon

The Australian Middle Primary 
Dictionary & Thesaurus is the most 
up-to-date, fully integrated primary 
dictionary and thesaurus available in 
Australia. It draws on the very latest 
Australian research into the words 
most commonly used by Australian 
children in Years 3 and 4, and combines 
a dictionary and thesaurus using an 
innovative ‘one-stop’ entry format.

ISBN 9780195568851

AUSTRALIAN PRIMARY 
OXFORD DICTIONARY 
Amanda Laugesen, Mark Gwynn

The Australian Primary Oxford 
Dictionary is an essential reference for 
Australian Upper Primary students, 
with appendix words that identify core 
words in key learning areas.

ISBN 9780195597431

AUSTRALIAN 
INTEGRATED PRIMARY 
OXFORD DICTIONARY & 
THESAURUS
Mark Gwynn

Aimed at Upper Primary students 
(ages 10 to 12), this book has been 
completely revised and updated to 
reflect contemporary word creation 
and usage. It has more than 20,000 
dictionary headwords and 10,000 
thesaurus headwords. Dictionary 
entries and corresponding thesaurus 
entries are located on the same page.

ISBN 9780190302689

AUSTRALIAN 
ADVANCED PRIMARY 
OXFORD DICTIONARY 
Mark Gwynn

This dictionary is user-friendly, 
comprehensive and specifically 
compiled for Upper Primary students. 
With more than 50,000 headwords 
it covers contemporary Australian 
terms and includes new words from 
the areas of environment, technology, 
popular culture, science, medicine, 
economics and food.

ISBN 9780195577242
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9 780195 597431

ISBN 978-0-19-559743-1

visit us at: oup.com.au or 
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com

The Australian Primary Oxford Dictionary fourth edition has been 
comprehensively updated to cover all the latest words middle 
and upper primary students need to know. Every headword 
and derivative is highlighted in blue for easy recognition. 
Feature boxes provide handy hints for spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, and usage.

 ■ EASY TO USE
 ■ NEW & UP-TO-DATE CONTENT
 ■ PRONUNCIATION
 ■ GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION & SPELLING GUIDE
 ■ APPENDIX: INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
 ■ AGE LEVEL: 8–12
 ■ SUITABILITY: MIDDLE & UPPER PRIMARY
 ■ COVERAGE: MORE THAN 14,000 HEADWORDS

FOURTH 
EDITION

2

F O U R T H  E D I T I O N

4

The Australian National Dictionary Centre was 
established in 1988. It conducts research into 
Australian English and provides lexicographical 
expertise to Oxford University Press Australia.
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The Australian Integrated Primary Oxford Dictionary & Thesaurus 
is an innovative, feature-packed reference designed for upper 
primary school students. It combines a dictionary and thesaurus 
in a single easy-to-use volume, with corresponding colour-coded 
dictionary and thesaurus entries on the same page. This major 
third edition has been completely revised and updated, with 
thousands of new entries added that reflect important areas of 
contemporary word creation. It also features a comprehensive 
grammar, punctuation and spelling guide. 

 ■ EASY TO USE
 ■ NEW AND UP-TO-DATE CONTENT
 ■ THREE-COLOUR FORMAT
 ■ PRONUNCIATION
 ■ GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING GUIDE
 ■ AGE LEVEL: 10–12
 ■ SUITABILITY: UPPER PRIMARY
 ■ COVERAGE: MORE THAN 20 000 DICTIONARY HEADWORDS

AND 10 000 THESAURUS HEADWORDS

9 780190 302689

ISBN 978-0-19-030268-9

visit us at: oup.com.au or 
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com
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The Australian National Dictionary Centre was 
established in 1988. It conducts research into Australian 
English and provides lexicographical expertise to  
Oxford University Press Australia.
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OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM ATLAS  
YEARS 5–6 
Oxford Author

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas 5–6 provides engaging coverage of all of the 
Years 5–6 Geography, History and Science Australian Curriculum content.

The professional support expands this coverage, providing practical and inquiry-
based activities, along with digital interactive topic introductions to help students 
explore new information and make meaningful connections to existing knowledge. 

Students explore more advanced map-reading skills. A wider range of detailed 
maps is complemented by case studies linked to the Geography, History and Science 
content.

ISBN 9780195519891

OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM ATLAS  
YEARS 3–4 
Oxford Author

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas 3–4 provides engaging coverage of all of the 
Years 3–4 Geography, History and Science Australian Curriculum content.

The professional support expands this coverage, providing practical and inquiry-
based activities, along with digital interactive topic introductions to help students 
discover new information and build on existing knowledge. 

Students discover formal map-reading skills. The wider range of maps includes 
more detailed information and the introduction of conventional map symbology. 
Case studies from around the world are clearly linked to the geography, history and 
science content.

ISBN 9780195519884

OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM ATLAS  
YEARS F–2 
Oxford Author

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas F–2 provides engaging coverage of all of the 
Years F–2 Geography, History and Science Australian Curriculum content.

The professional support expands this coverage, providing practical and inquiry-
based activities, along with digital interactive topic introductions to introduce students 
to new concepts and information. 

The atlas introduces maps and the basics of mapping skills. Picture symbology is 
used to familiarise students with map keys and locating features on maps. The Oxford 
Australian Curriculum Atlas series has literacy links to Oxford Literacy.

ISBN 9780195519877

INTRODUCE, DISCOVER AND EXPLORE 
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM GEOGRAPHY, 
HISTORY AND SCIENCE

$29.95

$31.95

$33.95



OXFORD AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM ATLAS  
+ OBOOK ASSESS
STUDENT DIGITAL LICENCE: FREE ANNUAL REACTIVATION  
FOR LIFE OF EDITION

Peter van Noorden

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas has been revised in both print and digital 
format to meet the requirements of Geography curricula across all Australian 
states and territories.

The Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas is supported by a next generation obook 
that contains all print content together with a range of exciting new interactive 
tools.

• More than 250 interactive maps are now available, allowing students to isolate 
specific geographical features and add annotations or notes before printing or 
exporting to Word or PowerPoint. 

• A completely updated world statistics database allows students to easily 
compare key statistics across countries before graphing or mapping the 
results.

• A range of additional photographic and video resources are designed to engage 
and inspire students.

ISBN 9780195526943

OXFORD ATLAS FOR AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS  
+ OBOOK ASSESS
STUDENT DIGITAL LICENCE: FREE ANNUAL REACTIVATION  
FOR LIFE OF EDITION

Peter van Noorden

The Oxford Atlas for Australian Schools has been written to meet the requirements 
of Geography curricula across all Australian states and territories. 

Offering greater flexibility and support than ever before, every print atlas comes 
supported by Oxford’s comprehensive digital offering, obook assess.

Organised into four main sections, the Oxford Atlas for Australian Schools makes it 
easier to find relevant and engaging content across a wide range of material.

• More than 160 pages of content and case studies are purpose-written to 
support Years 7–10 Geography curricula across Australia. Topics are organised 
by year level and unit to support all courses and provide targeted learning 
opportunities.

• All concepts and skills are covered in detail and supported by a range of 
engaging activities that build student understanding.

• Comprehensive reference sections provide detailed maps of all Australian 
states and territories (including capital cities) as well as maps of all world 
regions organised by continents and subcontinents.

• Stunning photography and illustrations engage students and support deep 
inquiry.

• Students can add notes, drop pins or draw freehand markups on more than 250 
interactive maps. Share notes with the class by customising assignments and 
homework tasks or sending via email.

• Engage all learners with stunning and professionally recorded video footage 
from BBC Worldwide Learning.

• A completely updated world statistics database allows students to easily 
compare key statistics across countries and export data directly to Excel.

ISBN 9780190308223

visit us at: oup.com.au or 
contact customer service: cs.au@oup.com
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AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL 
OXFORD DICTIONARY
Mark Gwynn

Firmly established as Australia’s best-
selling school dictionary, this sixth 
edition of the Australian School Oxford 
Dictionary includes more than 20,000 
headwords suitable for school-aged 
children between 10 and 16 years. 
A special feature of this dictionary 
is a specially-written Grammar and 
Reference guide.

• updated content

• Grammar and Reference guide

• more than 20,000 headwords

ISBN 9780190308674

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL 
OXFORD DICTIONARY & 
THESAURUS 
Mark Gwynn

This all-in-one reference contains 
dictionary entries at the front and 
thesaurus entries at the back. This 
combined dictionary and thesaurus 
is an ideal reference for students to 
improve their communication and 
writing skills.

• More than 20,000 dictionary 
headwords

• More than 10,000 similar and  
related words

ISBN 9780190308698

AUSTRALIAN 
INTEGRATED SCHOOL 
OXFORD DICTIONARY & 
THESAURUS
Mark Gwynn

Edited at the Australian National 
Dictionary Centre in Canberra, 
this innovative reference book is a 
dictionary and thesaurus in a single, 
easy-to-use volume.

ISBN 9780190303488

AUSTRALIAN CONCISE 
OXFORD DICTIONARY 
Bruce Moore

The Australian Concise Oxford 
Dictionary provides an authoritative 
description of Australian and 
international English that is unrivalled 
by other concise dictionaries. This fifth 
edition has been thoroughly revised 
and updated, with hundreds of new 
words you won’t find in any other 
dictionary. It provides unmatched 
coverage of Australian English for a 
dictionary in this format.

ISBN 9780195568868

AUSTRALIAN POCKET 
OXFORD DICTIONARY
Mark Gwynn, Amanda Laugesen, 
Julia Robinson 

First published in 1976, the Australian 
Pocket Oxford Dictionary has remained 
Australia’s best-selling dictionary. The 
seventh edition retains the popular 
features of previous editions and adds 
many new Australian and international 
words and meanings. All Australian 
words and meanings are labelled with 
an Aust. regional marker. The seventh 
edition of the Australian Pocket Oxford 
Dictionary is an indispensable guide  
to English as it is written and spoken 
in Australia.

ISBN 9780195527391

AUSTRALIA’S 
BEST-SELLING 
DICTIONARY 
RANGE
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EDITION
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APPLEBY BACK COVER BLURB Iliam re doluptatur senimust libus non porecatum 
con re lam ulla perum in nimagnatem nimus minctae cum qui cullum harum 
venem ipiciun tibeatemquat dolorum et doluptatem voloris con restrum corerum 
esciur sim alis esaut quia quate volore nonectem velluptas sint volorro vitiusam 
quibus derum faccatur, inctat is prae eate nustis sinvenis dentur re volorae 
occaes et prate dolorem ipisquo sandam, untem nobis similliquae eiciam vel 
invelis as perum nonsequate consenditate voluat.
Fuga. Daesequos et volecea nis exero volupta serum facid quam saerferum 
que omni dolupit, qui del ipsande consed molupta es doluptae ventis reperio 
moluptati quielique voleniam es es nis sitas alias dus.

Porrunt harci verspe netusa dolor sapiendam, consequiae doloris moloreius 
et alignis imporrorum iducideria ilis dolupti atemperiae molut ipsapit, consed 
quiam hillore necupiet ipidis eos excernamus venissum quo isquost ime parunt 
unt pariatis venduci piciate volut maios ide lit eostiss untore lam rerro verfera dit 
omnitae et fuga. Et quam faccum re nes id quam illiquuntios et ut officid emperum 
errum comnim quam earum inctur a comniet as prepre con ped quiatiunt aut 
oditae vel mi, arcidiciet eum aces sim inus ea que exceati buscienitem. Is vel 
molupta veremquis volorestion consero exces ma con nis nonsedi sunt, quam, 
quam ea volorum essinverchit eum sendige ntiatem et, totaquiasin comnia 
dolupta volo dolorite nest ut et optatis eat quaeper sperum esequamet perferum 
deliqui inusam aut alitatu rehenimpori doles adistotat vellaccus.
Roris cus eumentibus quid et ut et aut labore ne dolut maximo totatum quis 
dolupta tissit aliquam, autem quatquiatur mi, ium ute intem que cupiet, none rem 
utem sum, con rehenim inullam as quae dolore versperror re sequi dolore, cusae 
volupiet, simincia voluptas eumque es erovid quis solupienis exerum disciunt.

GABRIELLE APPLEBY
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
estiumqui debit modis atempor ma eatur? Qui ommolup tiatiumet quosandunt 
offici andae nobis rati sequia conem landend itinti te labo. Nam, sitat.

ALEXANDER REILLY
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
estiumqui debit modis atempor ma eatur? Qui ommolup tiatiumet quosandunt 
offici andae nobis rati sequia conem landend itinti te labo. Nam, sitat.

LAURA GRENFELL
Modiam et volorerum quam, omnis moluptatis experia perit volupta inimus 
estiumqui debit modis atempor ma eatur? Qui ommolup tiatiumet quosandunt 
offici andae nobis rati sequia conem landend itinti te labo. Nam, sitat.
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kathy bowrey
michael handler
dianne nicol
kimberlee weatherall

australian 
intellectual    property

commentary,  law    and    practice 
second edition

australian 
intellectual    
property

shout line: lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur adipiscing 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Pellentesque eget 
libero eget velit lacinia bibendum. Sed id lorem lectus. Nulla vestibulum, leo sed 
sollicitudin venenatis, lacus purus sollicitudin quam, vitae facilisis erat purus ut 
tellus. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere 
cubilia Curae; Ut placerat placerat lacus. 

Vestibulum ornare turpis eget mi faucibus elementum. Cras justo ligula, 
convallis semper blandit ut, mattis ac quam. Duis nec magna pulvinar nulla 
condimentum porta. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Etiam dictum, massa et laoreet aliquam, sem felis tempor nisi.

key features/new to this edition

• Curabitur et libero eu nulla pellentesque malesuada at sit amet felis. 

•  Pellentesque nec nisi at libero molestie molestie. Duis eleifend euismod 
lacinia. Integer eu ipsum vitae turpis congue aliquam. 

•  Nullam et augue eu magna interdum scelerisque. Vivamus in arcu in nibh 
ultricies venenatis. Integer turpis justo, volutpat in molestie a, pharetra ac elit. 

•  Phasellus ultricies, velit a mollis placerat, diam tellus adipiscing arcu, eget 
tristique libero ligula nec lectus.

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

Author Name Duis semper mattis erat, ac pharetra neque aliquet ut. Quisque 
vehicula blandit facilisis. 

second 
edition

bowrey
handler
nicol
weatherall
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